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SUMMARY

It is proposed to investigate the crustal structure of New Guinea by
observing and analysing the phase-velocity dispersion characteristics of Rayleigh
waves from distant earthquakes. Data must be observed with the highest possible
precision to ensure close evaluation of crustal parameters by the numerical
inversion method of Dorman and Ewing.

Auxiliary data to use when interpreting phase velooities.are being
sought through a synoptic study of local earthquake arrival times and group-
velOcity dispersion. The first results of this study, relating to mainland
New Guinea, are analysed. These indicate a.considerable crustal thickening
under the axis of the main mountain range.

There are indications also of regional variations of pnyelocity to
which close attention will be necessary in4he future.^

Lt •
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1. INTRODUCTION

The substance of this Record was presented by one of the auth-
ors (JAB) at the Symposium on Crustal Seismology, University O- f Tasmania,
in August 1964.

So far, few publications have dealt quantiiatively with the
gross crustal structure of New Guinea. Most of what is known has emerged
as a by-product of extensive geological and geophysical survey work under-
taken both in the western and eastern sections of the island, and is
mainly confined to the upper five kilometres or so of the Earth's crust.

Of special interest is a hypothetical profile of the lower
crustal boundary from the southern to thenortherncoast of West New .
Guinea (Visser & Hermes, 1962) inferred from Bouguer gravity anomalies.
Regional anomalies range from about +100 to less than -100 milligals and
are associated with crustal thicknesses ranging -fr.= lo to 20 kilometres
off the north coast to about 40 kilometres under the Van Rees MoUntains
and the central range areas, thinning to 30 kilometres or more under the
plains of southern New Guinea.

Extensive thicknesses of sediments extending to the top of the
crystalline basement at depths of five or more kilometres are known .(loc.
cit.). Similar extensive sedimentary basins also predominate in Papua
south of the Highlands (Australasian Petroleum Company Pty Ltd, 1961).

Thus, apart from the overall picture of regional instability
apparent from the high seismicity, there is already enough evidence to
suggest e4tensive variations in gross crustal structure within New Guinea.

Almost no deductions have yet been made from a study of earth-
quake waves within the region.

Some inferences as to the probable broad characteristics of . .the
cruet both north and south of New Guinea have been drawn. The areas immed-
iately to the north and south of the,island are marginal to the main
Pacific Basin. Kuo et al (1962), inAiscussing broad categories of crustal
structure in the Pacific Basin that are inferred from Rayleigh wave group-
velocity analyses, commented that the Melanesian-New Zealand area west of
the Andesite Line showed distinctly different characteristics from the
Pacific Basin proper. Specifically, they noted that the path between the
Banda Sea and Fiji represented neither a typically oceanic nor a typically
continental structure.

A comprehensive study of group-velocity dispersion observed over
a number of intersecting paths in and around the Pacific led Santo (1963)
to inter that the crust immediately to the north and south of New Guinea
was chiefly continental in broad characteristics.

Neither survey provided enough data for the authors to make
quantitative estimates of crustal thickness.

Doyle and Webb (1963) studied the residuals of Pn arrivals at.
both Rabaul and Port Moresby from Pacific nuclear explosions and concluded
that these data were consistent with a 'continental type' crust beneath
Port Moresby and an 'island type' crust beneathRabaul.

The most economical means to seek further quantitative infor-
mation on the gross crustal sttucture in the areas is to make use of
earthquake surface waves, and therefore it is proposed to study the crust-
al structure throughout the Territory of Papua and New Guinea by observing
the dispersion of, primarily, the phase velocities of Rayleigh wave trains
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from distant earthquakes and by determining the characteristics of the
crustal layers that best fit these observations.

The necessary equipment for the project is now being assembled
and the purpose of this paper is to discuss the design of the experiment
and tilt) factors governing the interpretation of results, arid' , to offer
an early comment on body wave and group-velocity data now being collected.

2. METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

Earthquake surface wave dispersion data are useful for two Main
purposes

(1) They describe the transmission characteristics of a portion of
the Earth and thus assist deductions that depend on wave trans-
mission through that region; otherwise, the transmission
characteristics must be assumed.

(2) Crustal dimensions can be evaluated from them fairly accurately,
provided some independent knowledge of the density and velocity
distributions is available.

The dispersive characteristics of Rayleigh wave,e . with periods
below about 60 seconds are governed by the elastic properties of each of
the crustal layers and the underling upper mantle, which together form
their wave guide.

In the case of (m-1) layers overlying an infinitely thick mantle,
the phase velocity is

c = f(T,h „chie.,. ,^, ot^, p );^j = 1...(m-1)
J J J J m m'm

where T is the wave period
his the thickness of crustal layer j
is the compressional velocity of layer j
is the shear velocity of layer j
is the density of layer j

The subscript m refers to the 'bottom layer'^in this case the
upper mantle.

The group velocity 13 is related to c in the following way:

= c - T(dc/dT)

Curves of c(T) can be observed and U(T) calculated from a single seismogram,
although it is preferable to measure c using . at least two stations when
regions of limited size are being studipd.

Methods of interpreting these curves in terms of the remaining
parameters involve computation of theoretical dispersion curves for a - .
variety, of possible or likely crustal models until a good fit _with the
observations is obtained. It is evident that the theoretical dispersion
curves can differ quite markedly for apparently slight changes in model
parameters (Plate 1).

Several procedures have been developed to permit the computation
of theoretical dispersion curves, e.g. Haskell (1953) and Bolt'andluicher
(1960). The algebra is very iniTlved but-a number of computer PrograMmes
are now available to evaluate complex Mbdels involving many laSigi.6.' 'It
has been shown by Knopoff (1961), that aninfinite variety of th4retibal
solutions is possible to fit observed Love wave data equally well. Dorman
aria Ewing (1962) have assumed that this conclusion applies equally well
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to Rayleigh waves, and this appears to leave the problem of finding a
unique fit to any one set of observations insoluble.

However, Dorman and aging point out that this is so only
if the 04 ,/3,andpparameters are regarded as arbitrary functions of
depth. If the variations in these parameters are permitted only at a
discrete number of discontinuities corresponding to large-scale layering
within the crust, unique resolution apparently can be approached within
surprisingly small limits.

This problem, together with a summary of the limitations
of resolution of crustal thickness inherent in earlier trial and error
methods of analysis are discussed in two excellent articles by Oliver,
Kovach, and Dorman (1961) and Dorman and Ewing (1962). Certainly the
assumption of constant parameters within each layer is consistent with
the understanding of crustal structure dedUced by other methods (all of
which are limited in accuracy), and the high resolution of the inversion
method of analysis of phase-velocity data proposed by Dorman and Ewing
would appear to offer results that compare more than favourably with data
from explosion seismology refraction measurements,in terms of accuracy
and reliability.

Early interpretation of phase-velocity data in terms of
crustal thickness,e.g. Press (1956), rested ' largely on the assumption
that the effect of thickness variations on c was relatively much greater
than that of velocity or density variations. However, it has been shown
(Oliver, Kovach, & Dorman, 1961) that errors of up to 25Aii crustal
thickness can result if deductions are made on the basis of) direct visual
comparison with theoretical curves based on incorrectly assumed velocity
and density values. This error can be reduced by about half if some
knowledge of the average velocity and density values that apply over a
particular region is available (Oliver et al, 1961).

A useful guide to the validity of a particular model is
given by the degree of similarity of the form of the theoretical dispersion
Curve with that derived from observations of phase velocity, over as wide
a period range as possible, i.e., whether or not the theoretical and
observed curves are parallel. For example, when sediments are present,
the shape of the curve at the high-freqUency end (T = 10 to 20 seconds)
is affected, owing to the relatively high sensitivity of this portion of
the curve to shear-velocity variations in the upper crust. On the other
hand, shear-velocity variations in the upper mantle are likely to affect
the low-frequency end of the curve. The dispersion curves are most sensi-
tive to changes in the thickness of crustal layers at periods of about 22
to 32 seconds (Dorman & Ewing, 1962, Figure 4). Thus, even in the absence
of independent crustal data, certain models can be rejected as unsuitable
for a particular region.

The numerical inversion method proposed by Dorman and Ewing
(1962) to interpret phase-velocity dispersion, which so far seems the most
suitable for processing the New Guinea data, requires one to postulate as
closely as independently observed data will allow, the most suitable
average crustal model for the area under investigation. The theoretical
dispersion curve corresponding to this model is then compared with the
observed phase velocity at each observed period, and crustal parameters
h,oc,/3, andpOan_be successively varied until the sum, oipr all periods,
of the squares of residuals of each observed value of phas'e velocity is
a minimum. In practice, although the total number of .pa`tameters to be
varied is 4n 7 1 (for n layers), it is not ntcessary to vary them all,
but only those that are unknown or doubtful, or when small 'changes in
them will affect the dispersion curve, i.e., - parameters h,04.43, andp .

for each layer can be designated 'active' or 'passive',„ ! ' and only the
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active parameters are subject to revision to ahcieve the minimum con-
dition mentioned above. Partial derivatives of c with respect to each
active parameter are computed and become the coefficients of similltaneous
equations relating observed and calculated phase velocities. The method
proposed by Dorman and Ewing was tested by them by computing a theoretical
curve for a hylptheticaltptructure. Variations of the known parameters
up to 0.6 gice im denaitY and 0.1 km/s in shear velOcity were then intro-',
duced to construct a trial model, which was compared with the original
by the inversion process described above, and the original values of hp
oc,/a, andp were recovered exactly.

In practical applications of the method, standard devi-
ations of o. and p 01,low as 0.04 km/s are claimed. The higher the precision
of the observed valUes the more complex the model that can be fitted with
a given uncertainty.

According to Dorman and Ewing, therefore, the resolution
of the method is larg4iy governed by the precision of the original ob-
served data over as wae a period range as possible from 10 to 100 seconds.
It is, therefore,'most important that the observations of phase velocity
be made with the highest degree of precision.

The quality of the observed data depends chiefly on

(1) Accurate recording and timing. This is especially important
for small networks.

(2) Choice of the most suitable events for reduction. It is
best to group the observations selectively from a number
of earthOakes. The quality of individual recordings will
also be important.

(3)
^

Precise computation of phase velocities from recordings.

3. THE NEW GUINEA PROGRAMME 

This project has been designed with the knowledge that not
only aieliPerating conditions in the New Guinea area more difficult thak`,
are _usually met with elsewhere, but also that only limited 'information -
concerning crustal parameters is available. These difficulties, 'in a
sense, increase the value of the survey if means can WfOund  to over-
come them.

Phase velocities can be tetermined fr .= corresimnding
waves formed by the passage of wave fronts across a netpOrk of suitably
distributed stations. Wel14d4'spersed wave trains are the most suitable
for these studies. These are ' , 1566t generated over Along oceanic paths.
Triangular networks (Plate 2) are to be established in turn throughout
the Tefitory of Papua and New Guinea during the next few years. It is
expect &1 that three or four months' recording will be sufficient over
each network. The first four networks will be confined to the area north-
west of Port Moresby.

;

The choice of station locations is largely governed by the
. dimensions of the land mass and the distribution of outstations where
power is available. Evernden (1953) first discussed the optimuM dimensions
offsuch a network. The spacing must bkat least the order of one' wave-
length apart (say 100 kilometres), otherwise the normal limits of timing
accuracy are too large to permit the calculation of phase velocities to
the, required accuracy. On the other hand, if networks are More than a
few wave-lengths in linear dimension, there is a risk that correlation
of wave trains would be too difficultZbecause of the difficulty of

•
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correlation of network records.

Raving regard to the operating difficulties, the location ,
of each network has been chosen to ensure that any major variation in
crustal thickness throughout the Territory of Papua and New Guinea will
ultimately be found.

Four networks are involved in the first stage of the experi-
ment. Three of these, networks 1, 3, and 4 (Plate 2) will progressively
cover thk main axis of the Owen Stanley Range from the Mount Victoria
region mirth-westward to the Eastern Highlands. Network 2 is designed
to examine crustalAtructure under the Papuan coastal region. It is not
yet decided whether network 2a will be occupied immediately after network
2 orlater in the programme.; The results for netwotc 2a could indicate .
whether there are extensiiveteedimentfry layers °yea:that part-of

-the Gulf
of Papua. An additional ietwork, Kerema-Daru-Kikori, Could be formed 4pOTV
examine this point further if necessary. However, the quantitatiVegetTt
mation of total thickness of sedimentary layers may be beyond the limits
of resolution of the method, as envisaged at this stage.

Stage 2 will examine structure in the region of the Bismark
Archipelago. Although it is impossible to arrange any of the three net-
works^6, and 7 across uniform topography, results from-these-networks
shoulcnindicate the extent of any regional variations that.may'exist.
Network 8 is rather larger than desirable, but is worth testing in view
of the topographic uniformity of the area and its proximity to an act*ye
seismic area.

Details of stage 3 will be decided later, but if stages 1
and 2 are completed successfully in the estimated time of about three years,
it is intended to extend the survey to other parts of the Territory of
Papua and New Guinea. Choice of networks may be determined by the results
found in the early stages.

Initially it is proposed to make record comparisons visually
and to compute phOee velocities graphically with the best available model
curves in order to yield approximate data.

A seismogram of a surface wave train may be described as the
superimposed effect of a number of travelling plane waves., The phase
and period of the whole disturbance are related to the phas0 and:period
of each of the travelling wave components (Brune et al, 1960).' 'After the
initial rough analysis, therefore, selected records will be digitised
ana subjected to a Fourier analysis to recover frequency and corres-
ponding phase angle for a range of periods. -:.Computation of phase velocity
should follow immediately from a knowledge, at a specified.,time,.of the
difference in phase angle of waves of corresponding period, recorded at
each station.

4. EQUIPMENT 

The. equipment consists of a long-period seismometer, a
visual pen-recorder that includes a filter network to accoMplish the
desired system response, a timing and power unit, and batteries and
battery charger (Plate 3). The system is designed to recora'at 4'
maximum magnification of 4,000 times ground motion at a period of 30
seconds. The filter characteristics simulate very closely the response
of a 90-second galvanometer. The response curves of the seismometer and
the recorder are shown in Plate 3.

Press-Ewing SV282 seismometers have been chosen, mounted
on special bases to facilitate portable operation. These instruments
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are very sensitive to small temperature changes and will be installed under
foam polystyrene covers.' To facilitate complete portability, special
fibre-glass insulated 'vaultlets'have been built to house the seismometers
below ground level where necessary, thus ensuring an optimum temperature
environment.

The ER-230 visual recorder has only recently been developed
by the Geomeasurements Division of United Electro Dynamics Corporation
and is especially suited to long-period work where phase characteristics
of the records are important. The recorder is transistorised throughout
and consists of four parts:

(a) A d.c. amplifier. A differential input signal from to
seismometer coil (the input impedance providing damping for
the signal source) is applied to the amplifier, which has
an overall voltage gain of 1000. The amplifier utilises
heavy negative feedback for stability.

(b) A filter, which consists of a simple R-C network having a
large time-constant and provision for variation of the time-
constant to adjust the phase reiponse of the system. It is
important to ensure that the phase response is identical at
each station of the network, otherwise observed phase differ-
ences will not be entirely a result of. crustal structure.

(c) A servo pen drive that operates on the null balance potent-
iometer principle. After passing through the attenuator
and input filter the signal is applied to the measuring
circuit,where it is cancelled by an internally'generated
voltage.^he difference, or error, signal is applied to the
chopper, and the a.c. output of this unit is amplified and
applied to the servo-motor control, which :operates the pen
and concurrently reduces the error signal to zero ..

(d) A drum recorder. The pen is mounted over a conventional
recording drum driven at a peripheral speed of 60 milli-
metres per minute. Pen response is fast, full-scale balance

quite suitable for recording at the frequencies required
time being only half a second, which makes the equipment

(0.1-0.01 c/s).

The NCD2 timing equipment (see Plate 4) has been designed
in the laboratories of the Bureau of Mineral Resources at.Footscray.
It is essentially a crystal-controlled (100 kc/s) clockprOviding both
time display and relay operations at prograthmed intervals. It also
includes a power amplifier capableCf delivering up to 30 wattS'at 250
volts and 50 c/s to operate exterhal equipment. A feature of the timing
unit is the facility tO display time errors of ± 10 milliseconds between
the clock and a reference source, determined in a pulse-counting circuit.
The unit, is fully transistorised antd can be operated from 'a 1117 volts
d.c. source. The maximpm input current required is 6 ampa.l.

The wholerecording system has been chosen to meet the re-
quirements of accuracy demanded by the programme and the operational
requirements imposed by the eXtrethe field conditions (for long-period
seismic equipment) that will be encountered in the Territory of Papua and
New Guinea. .

Factors that required consideration included:

(a)
^

The equipment will.be located at remote outstations where
electric power is limited. Untrained station personnel
will be asked to perform daily routines that must be simple,
both in their interests and ours.

'1



(b)^Regular maintenance visits by technical staff will be
infrequent.

(0)
^

Costly equipment-housing had to be avOided.

5. AUXILIARY DATA

Apart from a study of the published data, a synoptic study
of regional earthquake arrivals and regional group-velocity dispersion
characteristics has been commenced in order to seek information on shear
and compressional velocities and the general nature of crustal structure.
The data below are presented chiefly to illustrate the methods being
adopted. Although it is intended to make some interpretation of the data
as ii'stands for the purpose of this record, it is important to stress
that more information is required before this would normally be attempted.

Published data

A thorough search of the publisationis of the results of
geological and geophysical surveys is under way and useful data on sedi-
mentary thickness, densities from drill cores, and seismic velocities are
being accumulated, which will assist greatly informing a picture of the
average velocity and density distribution in some areas.

Local earthquake seismology

The first efforts to deduce crustal compressional and shear
velocities are being confined to Papua and N.E. New Guinea as this will
be the first area subjected to the phase velocity analysis. Velocities
to use in models of the Bismark Archipelago region will be determined
from a search of Rabaul records.

At present there are only two permanent seismic stations in
the whole of the Territory of Papua and New Guinea, viz., Port Moresby and
Rabaul, which are separated by about 800 kilometres. In 1965 a permanent
station at Manam Island should begin operations and Pand S arrival times
will usefully supplement the Port Moresby . data for the mainland area.

Plate 5 illustrates travel-time curves from earthquakes
with mainland epicentreth at focal depths of 30 to 35 kilometres. Eqicentral
distances range from 300 to 1000 kilometres. Basic data have been extracted
from the U.S.C.G.S. data reports. Although local and near earthquake
activity is prolific in this region, foci are commonly located'at

-depths
exceeding 50 kilometres. (Few are shallower than 30 kilometres).

To improve consistency of results, care has been: ^to
select only those earthquakes with land epicentres and shallowdepthe of
focus. It is suspected that readings from epicentres in the Bismarck
Sea are anomalous.

The P data were derived from earthquakes solved by readingsn
at more than ten stations so that the bias introduced by the Port Moresby
contribution to the data is minimised. For other waves, no such restric-
tion was imposed. These preliminary data yield the following results:

Pn^t = (2.5 -.I: 0.8)
ations.

P
1
 : t = ( -0.6 -± 10

vations.
Sn^t = (11.42^2.

vations.
Sl : (Approximately

whereAis the epicentral distance

+ZV(7.82 f

2) +41/(6.52

9) +4/(4.73

3.4 km/s); 5
in kilometres

0.16) seconds; 11 observ-

0.20) seiconds; 11 obser-

t 0.11) seconds; 9 obser-

observations
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More significance can be attached to these results as data
are added. At present there are too few observations to warrant sub-
stantial discussion. Ultimately it is intended to request recomputation
by U.S.C.G.S. of a large number of selected earthquakes, omitting the
Port Moresby or, when appropriate, the Rabaul arrivals, to ensure com-
pleteremoval of this bias on the coordinates and origin times of the
earth'quakes used.

The Pi velocity is higher than expected for a granitic
layer and is more characteristic of a gabbro. Refraction results from
oil exploration surveys in West New Guinea list velocities of between 5
and 6 km/s in the crystalline basement underlying aeep sedimentary basins
(Visser & Hermes, 1962). Observations of phases from an upper granitic
layer are more likely to be observed from earthquakes shallower than
those considered above. From past statistics few very shallow earth-
quakes occur in this region.

The time intercepts for P and S are inconsistent but,
again, further results must be awaited Lfore his can be confirmed. The
Sn interceptis consistent with a 'continental type' crustal thickness
expected by Doyle and Webb (1963). If the small Pn intercept is confirmed,
the explanation might be sought in terms of delay caused by the presence
of a mountain root system affecting the more distant arrivals.

Regional variations..of P velocity would most certainly
influence the P residuals and dome evidence of this is seen - in Plate 6,
which illustratras the distriblition of positive and negative residuals
observed at Port Moresby sinbe August 1962, for earthquakes of a nominal
depth of 30 kilometres. The residuals are plotted in the sense
computed minus observed travel times.

Although further data are needed, A regional distribution
is beginning to emerge to the east and west of Port Moresby. The P n
travel-time curve discussed above was computed from earthquakes having
land eibicentres in the northwest quadrant from Port Moresby... The more
distant of these (9 ° to 10 ) are located in an area where,résiduals'
tend to becove negative (i.e., where the arrivals are later . than'predic-
ted), in contrast to the closer earthquakes. Thus a combination of travel
times.,frwo...thesd two zones would have an effect on the Pn travel-time
curve consistent with the low intercept observed. However, it is 'aiffi-
cult to see why the Sn results, although less accurate, should not be
affected in the same way. More data are needed before the matter can be
taken further, but a denser network of short-period vertical stations..'
should yield very interesting data.

Rayleigh wave group velocities 

The extent to which the New Guinea structure can be con-
sidered typically continental is being examined by comparing group-velocity
dispersion data nir paths across the Australian continent with those
for internal paths within New Guinea. A synoptic study of all these data

v^•recorded at Port Moresby has begun.^ • f

The procedure to determine group velocity from seismograms
is a simple one and was first described by Ewing and Press (1952) .. They
used very long paths and no instrumental corrections were necedsary.
Thomson and Evison (1962) dismissed the effect of instrumental phase-
shift on the period of recorded ground motion in cases where the path
lengths (2000 kilometres or so) were somewhat shorter than those . used by
Ewing and Press, and found it necessary to apply small corrections to the
observed period to obtain true ground period.

Internal paths within New Guinea are shorter than 2000
kilometres, and it transpires that for these short paths where the rate
of change of period at the beginning of the wave train (longest periods)
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is fairly rapid, the instrumental phase-lag causes the recorded period
at any instant to be slightly greater than the ground period.

In particular, if 9 = phase angle of the ground
0 = instrumental phase-shift
T = true ground period
T'= recorded wave period
t = time

then^ T = 2ndt/d8 and T' = 2nd/d(9 + 0)
and it follows that^1/T = 1/T 1 - (1/2r0(d0/dT) (dT/dt)

In the case of paths A to E (Plate 7), significant correc-
tions were necessary for paths C, D, and E at long periods, andamounted
to 11 seconds at T' = 65 in one instance. Table 1 gives details of all
corrections made. In Plate 8 the group velocities are plotted against
observed periods, and in Plate 9 they are plotted against periods that
have been corrected for instrumental phase-shift.

.There are insufficient observations to make a numerical inter-
pretation of average crustal thickness along these paths, but the group .

velocities show some general features that are worth pointing out;

(a) There is a general tendency for the trend of the 'observed
curves to intersect rather than run parallel.to those corres-
ponding to the models considered here (Platel), although
this tendency is reduced when phase-shift corrections are
applied to observed periods. The effect could be explained
if the shear-velocity structure of the models does not quite
represent the conditions along the paths being studied, for
example, lower velocities both in the upper crust and upper
mantle might improve the match of the models.

(b) There is a general tendency for crustal thickness to in-
crease from path A to path E. This effect is. probably
sufficiently strong to remain even when changes in structure
between each path can be taken into account. The maximum
difference in average thickness between paths may amount to
15 to 20 kilometres;

Path A indicates'higher group-velocities at periods of 25

seconds or lees, than do paths C, D, and E. This would be
consistent with the effect of a low velocity sedimentary
layer overlying the latter paths and is demonstrated by
a comparison of the curve for model III (Plate 1), which
includes such a layer, and model 19 which is similar in
most other respects but omits this layer. The existence -
of a sedimentary layer of considerable thickness over
most of path C has been well established by oil search
results (Visser & Hermes, 1962; Australian Petroleui -s .

Company Pty Ltd, 1961). Therefore, of the models con-
sidered here, it seems better to' compare path A with
model I and they remainder with Model III. The velocity
structur-eof model III is not indOnsistent With the P
and S wave crustal velocities so farfound for mainland
New Guinea. One exeeption may be velocitie:from immed-
iately below the Mohorovicic layer (P riam]. S ), These are
likely to affect the portion of the curve above 40 seconds
and,'in this part of the spectrum, model I seems more
suited to New Guinea(P . 7.8 km/s), an observation sup-
ported by the group-vellocity dispersion characteristics
for path E.
The general form of dispersion over path A is consistent
with model I - a model for a.tYpical continental structure
(Press, 1960). It is interesting to compare the velocity
structure for model I with that found by Bolt et al (1958)

(c)



for the southern portion of the Australian continent.
The dispersion curve II (after Bolt and Buteher, 1960)
was designed for this velocity structure. The dispersion
observed over path A does not fit this model at all well,
which leaves the impression that differences may exist
between the structure a6ross the northern and southern
parts of the continent.

(d) Paths D and E were very close together, but the proportion
of path E under the main mountain range is higher. This
is reflected in the respective group-velocity 'curves, The
majority of path C traverse4 an area of very low topo-
graphic relief and a clearbr thinner crust is indicated
here. The,: effect of the path C dispereion along that .
portion (550 kilometres) of path E of corresponding relief,
has been removed from the path E data, and assuming the
average velocity and density distributions to be the 'Same
for both paths, the resulting dispersion curve labelled
E-C should give some indication of the order of crustal
thickening under the main axis of the range. This appears
to be about 15 kilometres.

(e) Although path B is entirely across water, except 'for a
small part Of it over Timor, the group-velocity dispersion
strongly indicates a continental type rather than an
oceanic type crust.

(f)
^

One observation interpreted as a point on a higher mode
disperison curve was made for path D. The point (T = 6,

= 3.6) is not plotted and the interpretation is difficult
to confirm.

6. CONCLUSIONS'

Although it has been possible to consider only a very
limited amount of data here, significant information relevant to the
future crustal.,structure investigation project is beginning tcyemerge.

There are fairly strong indications from the-group-velocity
data of a relatively sudden crustal thickening under the central mount-
ain ranges of New Guinea. More specific information on this point will
emerge from the phase-velocity results.

The extensive thickness of sediments known to exist in
the southern part of the island seems to affect the group-velocity dis-
persion curves. Apart from this, the dispersion curves so-far -tend
to support the view that, at least in major respects, the gross crustal
structure of the southern New Guinea area is similar to that across
northern Australia and between the two land masses. No indications
have yet emerged of an oceanic type crust north of. Australiavralthough
not enough data have yet been analysed to be eure of this.

There are some indications also that a low velocity layer
is present in the upper mantle. Group-velocity dispersion over both
paths A and E tends to support this, although more data at longer per-
iods (50 to 100 seconds) would provide better evidence. This general
conclusion was reached independently by Brooks (1962).

The crustal and upper mantle velocity structure is not well
known within the Territory of Papua and New Guinea. In time, this will
be improved by results from the frequent regional earthquakes, 'but it is
unfortunate that there are insufficient short-period vertical stations
to take better advantage of this activity.
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The .indidations of regional variations in P velbnity that
are beginning to emerge from a study of residuals foreshaRow important
problems in securing adequate information on velocities generally, and
point to the need for close attention to this question when reducing
phipe-velocity data. It will be interesting to see if these variations
are reflected in crustal velocities as well.

This .study of crustal phases from local.earthquakes and
average characteristics of regional crustal structure is beginning to
produce interesting and useful data, but more resutts are needed to pro-
vide adequate supporting data to permit reduction Of the phase-velocity
dispersion data to a higher degree of resolOion.

Notwithstanding the present limited knowledge of crustal
velocities, the numerical inversion method of Dorman and Ewing offers the
best approach yet to the interpretation of crustaLeatructure and should
be quite a feasible method. No more can be Aaid until some practical
experience has been gained.

Because of the .nature of the problem, interpretation of.
wave dispereion in terms of many crustal parameters is basicalbra -
problem of.successive'approximation. Data are periodically 'subject to

. reinterpretation in the light of new information and datOrodOeing
Procedures and this will persist for some time. Therefore;^is most
important that the original observations be made to ^highest precision.
This applies with greater significance in the case'Of:fiOdiervations
in New Guinea, where, because of the logistic' problems, observations p4n.
not easily be repeated.
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